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ABSTRACT
The supernova remnant (SNR) W49B originated from a core-collapse supernova that occurred between one and four thousand years
ago, and subsequently evolved into a mixed-morphology remnant, which is interacting with molecular clouds (MC). γ-ray observa-
tions of SNR/MC associations are a powerful tool to constrain the origin of Galactic cosmic-rays, as they can probe the acceleration
of hadrons through their interaction with the surrounding medium and subsequent emission of non-thermal photons. The detection of
a γ-ray source coincident with W49B at very high energies (VHE; E > 100 GeV) with the H.E.S.S. Cherenkov telescopes is reported
together with a study of the source with 5 years of Fermi-LAT high energy γ-ray (0.06 – 300 GeV) data. The smoothly-connected
combined source spectrum, measured from 60 MeV to multi-TeV energies, shows two significant spectral breaks at 304 ± 20 MeV
and 8.4+2.2−2.5 GeV, the latter being constrained by the joint fit from the two instruments. The detected spectral features are similar to
those observed in several other SNR/MC associations and are found to be indicative of γ-ray emission produced through neutral-pion
decay.
Key words. γ-rays: general – ISM: supernova remnants – ISM: clouds
1. Introduction
The strong shocks associated with supernova remnants (SNRs)
are very good candidates for accelerating hadronic Galactic cos-
mic rays to at least 1015 eV through the diffusive shock acceler-
ation mechanism (e.g. Drury 1983). The detection of very-high
energy γ-rays above 20 TeV in objects such as RX J1713.7-3946
(Aharonian et al. 2006b) or RCW 86 (Aharonian et al. 2009)
shows that these objects can accelerate particles up to at least
100 TeV. However, whether the bulk of accelerated particles that
radiate in the high energy (HE; 0.1 < E < 100 GeV) and very-
high energy (VHE; E > 100 GeV) γ-ray range is of leptonic or
hadronic nature is still under debate (Blasi 2013).
Send offprint requests to: H.E.S.S. collaboration,
e-mail: contact.hess@hess-experiment.eu;
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A growing number of SNRs interacting with molecular
clouds (SNR/MC) are being revealed in the GeV and TeV γ-ray
domain. This includes W44 (Abdo et al. 2010b), W28 (Aharo-
nian et al. 2008b; Abdo et al. 2010a), CTB 37A (Aharonian et al.
2008a; Castro & Slane 2010) and IC 443 (Albert et al. 2007; Ac-
ciari et al. 2009; Abdo et al. 2010c). Even though isolated SNRs
are obviously cleaner laboratories to study cosmic-ray acceler-
ation processes, SNR/MC associations are good candidates to
test the presence of hadronic acceleration in SNRs, partly be-
cause the HE and VHE γ-ray emissions from the decay of pi0
mesons are expected to be strongly enhanced. The neutral pi-
ons, produced when high energy protons (or nuclei) collide with
interstellar material, each decay into two γ rays with equal en-
ergies in the pion’s rest-frame. This translates into a steep rise
below ∼200 MeV in the γ-ray spectral energy distribution (often
referred to as the “pion-decay bump”). This characteristic spec-
tral feature has been recently detected at high energies for three
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interacting SNRs: IC 443, W44 (Ackermann et al. 2013) and
W51C (Jogler & Funk 2016). However, whether this feature is
the signature of the acceleration of freshly injected protons may
be questioned as re-acceleration of diffuse cosmic rays for a lim-
ited time period is also possible (Uchiyama et al. 2010; Cardillo
et al. 2016).
In this context, the W49 region, discovered in the 22 cm sur-
vey of Westerhout (1958), represents one of the most interest-
ing regions in the Galaxy to study cosmic-ray acceleration. This
region contains two remarkable objects: a young SNR (W49B)
and a star-forming region (W49A). The SNR W49B (G43.3–
0.2) is another example of a SNR/MC association. It is a mixed-
morphology (Rho & Petre 1998) SNR with a bright shell of di-
ameter ∼ 4′ resolved at radio wavelengths and centrally filled
with thermal X rays (Hwang et al. 2000). With a flux density
of 38 Jy at 1 GHz, this source is one of the brightest SNRs of
the Galaxy at radio wavelengths. Extensive infrared and X-ray
studies revealed that W49B’s progenitor was a supermassive star
that created a wind-blown bubble in a dense molecular cloud in
which the explosion occurred (Keohane et al. 2007). It has re-
cently been shown that W49B’s progenitor experienced a jet-
driven core collapse explosion (Lopez et al. 2013; González-
Casanova et al. 2014). Observations of mid-infrared lines from
shocked molecular hydrogen show that W49B is interacting with
molecular clouds. Near-infrared Fe ii observations revealed fila-
mentary structures which is evidence of radiative shocks (Keo-
hane et al. 2007). This interaction is also suggested by H i line
observations (Brogan & Troland 2001). The age of the rem-
nant is estimated to be between 1000 and 4000 years (Moffett
& Reynolds 1994; Hwang et al. 2000; Zhou et al. 2011) and the
distance of this object is still not very well constrained. From
H i absorption analyses, Radhakrishnan et al. (1972) derived a
distance, which Moffett & Reynolds (1994) later re-calculated
to be ∼ 8 kpc (using an updated Galactic rotation model). Bro-
gan & Troland (2001), using more recent VLA data, have shown
that an association of W49B with the nearby star forming re-
gion W49A is also possible, extending the range of possible dis-
tances (8 ≤ D ≤ 12 kpc) for this source. More recently, Zhu et al.
(2014) obtained a distance of ∼10 kpc.
As mentioned above, the other notable component of the
W49 region is W49A (Mezger et al. 1967). It is one of the bright-
est giant radio H ii regions in the Galaxy. This star forming re-
gion is located in the densest ∼15 pc of a 106 M giant molec-
ular cloud of ∼100 pc in size. It contains numerous compact
and ultra-compact (UC) H ii regions and its emission is equiv-
alent to the presence of about 100 O7 stars (Brogan & Troland
2001). The presence of a very massive star with an initial mass
of 100 − 180 M has been reported by Wu et al. (2014). W49A
is associated with a molecular outflow and strong H2O masers
(Walker et al. 1982; Scoville et al. 1986), the proper motion of
which was used by Zhang et al. (2013) to determine a distance
of 11.11+0.79−0.69 kpc. Star forming regions are considered as poten-
tial VHE γ-ray emitters since they generally host massive stars
which could accelerate particles to VHEs through interactive or
collective wind effects. As an example, the TeV γ-ray source co-
incident with Westerlund 1 (Abramowski et al. 2012), detected
with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.), may be
the site of such processes.
In the HE domain, a bright source coincident with W49B
is detected with the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) (3FGL
J1910.9+0906 in the Fermi-LAT 3FGL catalog, Acero et al.
2015)). It was one of the 205 most significant sources after the
first three months of observation1 and is one of the 360 sources
detected above 50 GeV in 80 months of data (Ackermann et al.
2016). This source is the subject of a detailed analysis presented
in Abdo et al. (2010d). In that paper, the detection of HE γ-ray
emission was reported towards W49B at a significance of 38σ
with 17 months of data. The authors disfavored a possible pul-
sar origin for the emission observed towards W49B in the GeV
range. Furthermore, from X-ray measurements, the presence of a
neutron star as the result of the progenitor star’s collapse appears
unlikely (Lopez et al. 2013).
In the present paper, the detection of a source coincident with
the SNR W49B in the VHE γ-ray domain with H.E.S.S. is re-
ported. The analysis of the Fermi-LAT data is applied in this
work to 5 years of data using an updated calibration and updated
source and background models. The spectral and morphological
results in the GeV and TeV regime are discussed in the context
of a SNR interacting with a molecular cloud.
2. Data analysis
2.1. H.E.S.S. observations and analysis
2.1.1. H.E.S.S. data set and analysis methods
H.E.S.S. is an array of five imaging Cherenkov telescopes
located in the Khomas Highland in Namibia (23◦16′18′′ S,
16◦30′01′′ E), at an altitude of 1800 m above sea level (Hinton
2004). The fifth telescope was added in July 2012 but observa-
tions with the upgraded system are not used in this work. With
the initial four-telescope array, γ rays are detected above an en-
ergy threshold of ∼100 GeV with an angular resolution better
than 0.1◦ and an energy resolution below 15%.
A standard data quality selection procedure was used to
remove observations affected by bad weather or instrumental
problems (Aharonian et al. 2006a). Extrapolating the Fermi-
LAT γ-ray spectrum to higher energies, W49B is expected to
have a steep spectrum in the TeV range (this is also a com-
mon feature for GeV-detected SNRs interacting with molecular
clouds). Therefore, observations with an energy threshold above
600 GeV – which can be determined a priori from the observa-
tion conditions – were not used in this study. This resulted in a
data set comprising 75 hours (live time) of observations towards
the W49 region taken from 2004 to 2013 with a mean pointing
offset of 1.1◦ and a mean zenith angle of 37◦. The data set com-
prises dedicated observations as well as observations of other
nearby sources or dedicated to the survey of the Galactic Plane
(H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al. 2016).
The data were analysed using the Model Analysis (de Nau-
rois & Rolland 2009), in which shower images of all triggered
telescopes are compared to a pre-calculated model by means of a
log-likelihood optimisation. This advanced reconstruction tech-
nique improves the sensitivity with respect to more conventional
ones. The “Standard cuts” of the Model Analysis were adopted.
This set of cuts includes a minimum charge in the shower im-
ages of 60 photoelectrons resulting, for this dataset, in an energy
threshold of 290 GeV. This set of cuts was used for signal ex-
traction as well as for the spectral and morphological analyses.
The results presented in this paper have been cross-checked with
the analysis methods described in Ohm et al. (2009) and Parsons
& Hinton (2014) and yield compatible results.
1It was designated as 0FGL J1911.0+0905 in this so-called Bright
Sources List (Abdo et al. 2009a).
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2.1.2. H.E.S.S. analysis results
The signal was extracted from a circular region with a radius of
0.1◦ around the position of W49B, taken inside the radio shell
(at the position of the maximum of the emission in X-rays de-
termined by Hwang et al. (2000)) : (` = 43.275◦, b = −0.190◦).
From the correlated excess map, computed using the ring back-
ground subtraction method (Berge et al. 2007) and displayed in
Fig. 1, a significant excess of VHE γ-rays is detected at the posi-
tion of W49B, with a peak significance of 12.9σ (Eq. 17 of Li &
Ma 1983). VHE γ-ray emission is observed towards W49A with
the primary analysis but it could not be confirmed (above 5σ)
with the cross-check analysis. Therefore, only the VHE emis-
sion coincident with W49B is discussed in the following.
In order to derive the source position at VHE and
therefore the best-suited spectral extraction region, the ex-
cess map of VHE γ-rays towards the W49 region was fit-
ted with a two-source model2. The VHE γ-ray emission to-
wards W49B is found to be point-like with a best-fit position
of
(
` = 43.260◦ ± 0.005◦stat, b = −0.190◦ ± 0.005◦stat
)
with a sys-
tematic error of ±0.006◦ on each axis. As can be seen in Fig. 2,
the obtained position is compatible with the center of the SNR
observed in radio and X-rays (e.g. Pye et al. 1984). This posi-
tion corresponds to α2000 = 19h11m7.3s, δ2000 = 09◦05′37.0′′
and the detected source is therefore given the identifier HESS
J1911+090.
Fig. 1. γ-ray excess map of the W49 region obtained with H.E.S.S. The
map is smoothed with a Gaussian of width 0.06◦, corresponding to the
68% radius containment of the H.E.S.S. point spread function (PSF,
shown in the inset). The black triangle denotes the position of the su-
pernova remnant W49B (Green 2014). The white triangle denotes the
position of W49A (Lockman 1989).
The reflected background subtraction method (Berge et al.
2007) was used at the best fit position to derive the spectrum of
2This is done in order to model the region in the best possible way,
given the possible excess towards W49A which is ∼ 0.2◦ away from
W49B (a model with only one source for the fit leads to compatible
results). The model is convolved with the H.E.S.S. point spread function
before being fit to the measured excess counts.
Fig. 2. Zoomed-in version of Fig. 1. The crosses show the best fit po-
sitions of the source with H.E.S.S. (black) and Fermi-LAT (blue). The
size of the crosses represents the size of the 95% Confidence Level (CL)
contours on the best-fit positions, including systematic uncertainties.
The white contours show the radio intensity obtained at a wavelength
of 20 cm with MAGPIS (Helfand et al. 2006).
the VHE emission coincident with W49B. From a region of ra-
dius 0.1◦ around this position, the total number of counts is 1141,
while 16017 events are used to estimate the background with an
average normalisation factor α = 0.047. This corresponds to an
excess of 392.3 events detected with a significance of 13.0σ.
The differential energy spectrum is derived above 290 GeV us-
ing a forward folding method described in Piron et al. (2001).
The data are well described (χ2/ndf = 60.6/61) by a power-
law model dN/dE = Φ0 (E/1 TeV)−Γ with a flux normalisa-
tion Φ0 =
(
3.15 ± 0.46stat ± 0.63sys
)
× 10−13 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1
and a spectral index of Γ = 3.14 ± 0.24stat ± 0.10sys (see
Fig. 3). The integrated flux above 1 TeV is F(E > 1 TeV) =(
1.47 ± 0.38stat ± 0.29sys
)
× 10−13 cm−2 s−1, corresponding to
0.65% of the Crab Nebula flux above the same energy (Aha-
ronian et al. 2006a). Two other spectral shapes were tested (log
parabolic power-law and power-law with exponential cutoff) but
they do not fit the data significantly better.
2.2. Fermi-LAT analysis
2.2.1. Fermi-LAT observations and data reduction
The LAT detects γ-ray photons by conversion into electron-
positron pairs in the energy range between 20 MeV to higher
than 300 GeV, as described by Atwood et al. (2009). It con-
tains a high-resolution converter/tracker (for direction measure-
ment of the incident γ rays), a CsI(Tl) crystal calorimeter (for
energy measurement), and an anti-coincidence detector to iden-
tify the background of charged particles. The following analy-
sis was performed using 5 years of Fermi-LAT data collected
primarily in survey mode (2008 August 04 – 2013 August 04).
This new dataset consists of Pass 7 LAT data that have been re-
processed using updated calibration constants for the detector
systems (Bregeon et al. 2013). The primary differences with re-
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spect to the Pass7_V6 instrument response functions (IRFs) are
the correction of a slight (1% per year) expected degradation in
the calorimeter light yield and significant improvement of the
position from the calorimeter reconstruction, which in turn sig-
nificantly improves the LAT point-spread function above 5 GeV.
Only γ rays in the Source class events were selected, excluding
those coming from a zenith angle larger than 100◦ to the detector
axis to reduce γ-ray contamination from protons interacting with
the Earth’s atmosphere. The 15th version of the reprocessed Pass
7 IRFs for this class of events (P7REP_SOURCE_V15, Bregeon
et al. 2013) were adopted.
Two different tools were used to perform the spatial and
spectral analysis: gtlike and pointlike. gtlike is a binned
maximum-likelihood method (Mattox et al. 1996) implemented
in the Science Tools distributed by the Fermi Science Sup-
port Center (FSSC)3. pointlike is an alternate binned like-
lihood technique, optimized for characterizing the extension
of a source, something that is not implemented in gtlike.
pointlike was extensively tested against gtlike (Lande et al.
2012). These tools fit a source model to the data along with
models for isotropic γ-ray emission that also accounts for the
residual charged particles and a diffuse γ-ray emission model.
The obtained log likelihood is then compared between differ-
ent source model assumptions to find an optimal description of
the region. For quantitative evaluation between models, the test-
statistic value (TS ) was defined as 2 log(L1/L0), where L1/0
corresponds to the likelihood value for the source/no-source hy-
pothesis (Mattox et al. 1996). The TS value is a measure of the
detection significance or description improvement.
For this work, the Galactic diffuse emission model
gll_iem_v05_rev1.fits and isotropic diffuse model
iso_source_v05.txt provided by the Fermi-LAT collabora-
tion were used4. A 20◦× 20◦ region of interest binned in 0.1◦
bins and centered on the position of W49B, was defined. Sources
within 25◦ of W49B were extracted from the Fermi-LAT 3FGL
catalog (Acero et al. 2015) and included in the likelihood fit.
The spectral parameters of sources closer than 5◦ to W49B
or with a TS larger than 400 were left free and shown with
diamonds in Fig. 4, while the parameters of all other sources
were fixed at the values from the 3FGL catalog.
Two main systematic errors have been taken into account:
imperfect modeling of the Galactic diffuse emission and uncer-
tainties in the effective area calibration. The first was estimated
by comparing the results obtained using the standard Galactic
diffuse model with the results based on eight alternative inter-
stellar emission models (IEMs) as performed in de Palma et al.
(2013). We note that the alternative IEMs do not necessarily
bracket the standard IEM but provide a good insight into de-
viations from fit results obtained by the standard IEM expected
due to variations in the IEM. Comparing results between anal-
yses performed using the standard and alternative IEMs is cur-
rently the best method to estimate systematic uncertainties re-
lated to the IEM modeling. The second major systematic uncer-
tainty was estimated by using modified IRFs whose effective ar-
eas bracket the nominal ones. These bracketing IRFs are defined
by envelopes above and below the nominal energy dependence
of the effective area by linearly connecting differences of (10%,
5%, 5%, 15%) at log10(E/MeV) of (2, 2.5, 4, 6), respectively
5.
3More information about the performance of the LAT can be found
at the FSSC (http : //fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc).
4These models are available at:
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
5http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html
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Fig. 3. Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S. spectrum of W49B. The red line shows
the best fit of a smoothly broken power-law derived between 60 MeV
and 4 GeV and the blue data points indicate the fluxes measured in
each energy bin with the Fermi-LAT. The statistical errors are shown
in blue, while the red lines take into account both the statistical and
systematic errors as discussed in Sect. 2.2.2. The gray band shows the
68% confidence level (CL) uncertainty of the best-fit power-law model
with H.E.S.S. The open black circles are the spectral points computed
from the forward-folding fit with their statistical errors shown in black.
For both instruments, a 95% CL upper limit is computed when the sta-
tistical significance is lower than 2σ. The dotted green line shows the
best smoothly broken power-law model obtained from the joint fit of
the Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S. data between 500 MeV and 10 TeV, as
described in Sect. 2.3.
2.2.2. Fermi-LAT analysis results
The spatial analysis was performed using all events above 1 GeV,
thus providing a good compromise between statistics and angu-
lar resolution. The source position, determined by pointlike
is (` = 43.251◦, b = −0.157◦) with a statistical uncertainty of
0.015◦ (95% CL), compatible with the radio shell of W49B (see
Fig. 2). At this position, the TS value above 1 GeV is 1504. No
significant extension was found with pointlike.
The spectral analysis was then performed with gtlike in-
cluding all events between 0.06 and 300 GeV. Here the best fit
point-source position for W49B obtained by pointlike was
used in the log likelihood fit. Figure 3 shows the spectral energy
distribution obtained for W49B through the maximum likelihood
estimation. To derive the flux points, the 0.06 – 300 GeV range
was divided into 20 logarithmically-spaced energy bins and a
maximum likelihood spectral analysis was performed in each in-
terval, assuming a power-law shape with a fixed spectral index of
Γ = 2 for W49B. The normalizations of the diffuse Galactic and
isotropic emission were left free in each energy bin as well as
those of sources located within 5◦ from W49B. A 95% CL up-
per limit is computed when the statistical significance is lower
than 2σ. At the highest energies, bins containing no significant
signal were combined to compute a meaningful upper limit. The
errors on the spectral points represent the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties added in quadrature.
The spectrum below 300 MeV is steeply rising, clearly ex-
hibiting a break at around 300 MeV. To quantify the signifi-
cance of this spectral break, a log likelihood fit of W49B be-
tween 60 MeV and 4 GeV was performed – below the high-
energy break previously found in the 1-year spectra (Abdo et al.
2010d) – with both a single power law of the form F(E) =
Φ0(E/E0)−Γ1 and a smoothly broken power law of the form
F(E) = Φ0(E/E0)−Γ1 (1 + (E/Ebr)(Γ2−Γ1)/α)−α where Φ0 is the
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Fig. 4. Fermi-LAT count map of the 20◦× 20◦ around W49B between
60 MeV and 300 GeV, smoothed with a gaussian of width 0.3◦. Spectral
parameters of sources indicated by a diamond are left free in the analysis
while sources indicated with crosses are frozen in the likelihood fit.
Events were spatially binned in pixels of side-length 0.1◦. The dominant
source seen at a Galactic longitude of 34.6◦ in this counts map is W44.
differential flux at E0 = 200 MeV and α = 0.1, as was done
previously for the cases of IC 443 and W44 (Ackermann et al.
2013). The improvement in log likelihood when comparing the
broken power law to a single power law corresponds to a for-
mal statistical significance of 8σ for the low-energy break (TS
of 84 for 2 additional degrees of freedom), as reported in Ta-
ble 1. Another fit in the same energy band using a log-parabola
was also performed, showing that the log-parabola improves the
likelihood by only 5σ (TS of 28 for 1 additional degree of free-
dom). Therefore the best spectral shape for this energy band is
the broken power law.
2.3. H.E.S.S. and Fermi-LAT combined results
The best-fit position obtained with the Fermi-LAT is coincident
with the radio shell while the fitted position in the TeV range is
more compatible with its center (see Fig. 2). However, the size
of the shell detected at radio wavelengths is comparable to the
size of the H.E.S.S. point spread function, preventing the dis-
crimination between the emission originating from the center of
the remnant or from its shell. Furthermore, the spectra derived
in the GeV and TeV energy ranges are in good agreement (see
Fig. 3). The positions and spectra are also compatible with those
reported in the recently published second Fermi-LAT catalog of
sources above 50 GeV (Ackermann et al. 2016). It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the detected γ-ray photons are emitted
in the same physical region of the W49B remnant.
Taking advantage of the smooth connection between the HE
and VHE spectra, the presence of another break at high energy
was evaluated through a likelihood ratio test statistic applied
to both the H.E.S.S. and Fermi-LAT data. For this test, a sin-
gle power-law and a smoothly broken power-law between 500
MeV and 10 TeV – above the low energy break found above –
were used and the statistical and systematic uncertainties have
been taken into account. The minimum of the likelihood ratio is
reached at 8.4 GeV with a 6.5σ improvement of the smoothly
broken power-law model with respect to the power-law one. The
68% confidence interval is [5.9; 10.6] GeV and the spectral in-
dices below and above the break are respectively 2.17±0.06 and
2.80 ± 0.04. This result has been checked by fitting the Fermi-
LAT fluxes of W49B between 500 MeV and 300 GeV with both
a single power-law and a smoothly broken power-law. A 3.3σ
(TS of 14 for 2 additional degrees of freedom) improvement is
obtained for an energy break at 9.4 ± 2.9stat ± 3.8sys GeV. This
energy, as well as the spectral indices above and below the break
(listed in Table 1), are compatible with the values obtained from
the Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S. joint fit.
3. Discussion of the results
3.1. General considerations
A spectral break is detected at 304 ± 20 MeV with the Fermi-
LAT, with properties (break energy, spectral indices) similar to
those detected in the SNRs IC 443 and W44 (Ackermann et al.
2013) and interpreted as the signature of γ-ray emission pro-
duced through neutral-pion decay. In addition, the H.E.S.S. and
Fermi-LAT joint spectral fit allowed for the estimation of a sec-
ond spectral break at 8.4+2.2−2.5 GeV, compatible with the break en-
ergy position found using the Fermi-LAT data alone (9.4 ± 2.9
GeV). Such a spectral break has been found in several other in-
teracting SNRs, as for instance in W51C (Abdo et al. 2009b),
W28 (Abdo et al. 2010a) or G349.7+0.2 (H.E.S.S. Collaboration
et al. 2015). The energy at which this break occurs is found to be
in the range 1−20 GeV, except for G349.7+0.2 where it is found
at a higher energy (∼ 50 GeV). Interestingly, while W49B is esti-
mated to be 1−4 thousand years old, it exhibits spectral features
similar to the other detected SNR/MC systems which are be-
lieved to be ∼ 10 times older. Likewise, G349.7+0.2 which has
roughly the same age as W49B, shows an energy break which
is ∼ 5 times higher. This emphasises the importance of the envi-
ronment in the evolution of the γ-ray luminosity of these objects.
The origin of the break in the 1 − 20 GeV range has been
the subject of several theoretical works. It could be explained ei-
ther by the diffusion of particles escaping the shock (e.g. Ohira
et al. 2011; Li & Chen 2012), by acceleration and wave evanes-
cence effects (e.g. Inoue et al. 2010; Malkov et al. 2012), or
time-limited re-acceleration of CRs already present in the sur-
roundings (e.g. Uchiyama et al. 2010; Cardillo et al. 2016).
Other phenomena might be at play in such objects, such as a
so-called neutral return flux that can modify the dynamics of the
shock when propagating into a partially neutral medium (Blasi
et al. 2012). The maximum energy that accelerated particles can
achieve could be limited by the ion-neutral damping (Ptuskin &
Zirakashvili 2005) and their spectrum could be steepened due to
the feedback of amplified magnetic fields (Ptuskin et al. 2010;
Caprioli 2012). Future precision modeling may be able to take
the whole history and environment of W49B into account to pre-
dict the spectra of accelerated particles in this source and resul-
tant radiation from radio to TeV energies. In this work, a simple
one-zone model that assumes an empirical distribution of accel-
erated particles is used specifically to constrain the energetics
and the dominant processes in the source.
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Table 1. Spectral parameters in the energy ranges of 60 MeV – 4 GeV and 500 MeV – 300 GeV for power-law (PL) and smoothly broken power-
law (SBPL) models, using Fermi-LAT data and 290 GeV – 10 TeV with H.E.S.S. Systematic errors are provided in parentheses. The reference
energy for which the Φ0 is given is 1 TeV for H.E.S.S. and 200 MeV for Fermi-LAT and the combined spectrum results. The last column indicates
the source TS as described in section 2.2.
Model Φ0 Γ1 Γ2 Ebr Source TS
Fermi-LAT:
60 MeV – 4 GeV: (10−10cm−2 s−1 MeV−1) (MeV)
PL 6.2 ± 0.3 2.07 ± 0.04 · · · · · · 906
SBPL 3.3 ± 0.5 (±0.6) 0.10 ± 0.30 (±0.28) 2.21 ± 0.05 (±0.06) 304 ± 20 (±10) 990
500 MeV – 300 GeV: (10−10cm−2 s−1 MeV−1) (GeV)
PL 10.4 ± 0.8 2.32 ± 0.03 · · · · · · 1570
SBPL 8.2 ± 1.2 (±2.3) 2.20 ± 0.06 (±0.16) 2.89 ± 0.23 (±0.15) 9.4 ± 2.9 (±3.8) 1584
H.E.S.S.:
>290 GeV: (10−13cm−2 s−1 TeV−1)
PL 3.15 ± 0.46 (±0.63) 3.14 ± 0.24 (±0.10) · · · · · ·
Fermi-LAT & H.E.S.S.:
500 MeV – 10 TeV: (10−10cm−2 s−1 MeV−1) (GeV)
SBPL 7.5 ± 1.2 2.17 ± 0.06 2.80 ± 0.04 8.4+2.2−2.5
3.2. Molecular gas density estimates
In order to use appropriate values for the modeling, the mass and
density of the molecular gas inside a spherical volume of radius
0.025◦, consistent with that of the radio SNR radius, were esti-
mated using the Galactic Ring Survey 13CO data (Jackson et al.
2006). For the three velocity ranges (1-15, 38-47 and 57-67 km/s
at their kinematic distances of 11, 9.3 and 5 kpc respectively)
examined by Zhu et al. (2014) (see also Chen et al. (2014)), and
using the 13CO “X-factor” of 4.92×1020 (K km/s)−1 from Simon
et al. (2001), masses of 5 × 103 to 17 × 103 M with densities of
400 to 4 000 cm−3 were obtained. Allowing for a larger radius
to the outer edge of the radio SNR features (0.05◦) reduces the
molecular gas densities by a factor ∼ 2 to 3.
One can note that Chen et al. (2014) and Zhu et al. (2014)
have argued that the CO bubble in the 38-47 km/s range was
blown out by the W49B progenitor star, suggesting a distance
of about 10 kpc for the SNR. Additionally for this, and the 57-
67 km/s ranges, the H2 column densities (about 5 × 1022 cm−2)
inferred in this work are consistent with that derived from the
X-ray spectral studies of Keohane et al. (2007).
3.3. High-Energy Particles in W49B
The observed γ-ray emission is most likely to originate from
SNR W49B, as discussed in Abdo et al. (2010d). In this sec-
tion, the properties of the relativistic particles that radiate at γ-
ray energies are investigated. Given the smooth connection of
the observed Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S. spectra (see Fig. 3), it
is assumed that the γ-ray photons are emitted in the same re-
gion. In addition, the observed radio emission (e.g. Moffett &
Reynolds 1994) is assumed to come from the same shell re-
gion where a constant hydrogen density nH and magnetic field
strength B are considered. Given the evidences that W49B inter-
acts with the surrounding molecular clouds (e.g., Keohane et al.
2007; Zhu et al. 2014), we consider a scenario where the γ-ray
emission comes from the shocked molecular clouds in the SNR
shell. Note that the emitting region may originate from swept-up
stellar wind and/or interstellar gas as discussed in Abdo et al.
(2010d). However, adopting such a scenario would not signifi-
cantly change the spectra calculated in this section.
The γ-ray emission is reproduced using the (relatively) sim-
ple model described in Abdo et al. (2009b). Empirical injection
distributions of protons and electrons are assumed:
Qe,p(p) = ae,p
(
p
p0
)−s 1 + ( ppbr
)2−∆s/2 , (1)
where p0 = 1 GeV c−1, pbr is the break momentum, s is the
spectral index below pbr and ∆s is the difference between the
spectral indices values below and above pbr. The kinetic equation
for the momentum distribution of high-energy particles in the
shell can be written as:
∂Ne,p
∂t
=
∂
∂p
(be,pNe,p) + Qe,p, (2)
where be,p = −dp/dt is the momentum loss rate (only the radia-
tive losses – synchrotron, inverse-Compton, bremsstrahlung and
neutral pion decay – were considered), and Qe,p(p) (assumed to
be time-independent) is the particle injection rate. To obtain the
radiation spectrum from the remnant, Ne,p(p,T0) is numerically
calculated for T0 = 2000 yr.
The γ-ray emission mechanisms include the pi0-decay γ
rays due to high-energy protons, bremsstrahlung and inverse-
Compton scattering processes by high-energy electrons. The ra-
dio emission is calculated by considering the synchrotron radi-
ation from the population of high-energy electrons. To repro-
duce the multi-wavelength spectra, two cases for the relativistic
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electrons to protons number ratio (Kep ≡ ae/ap) were consid-
ered, Kep = 0.01 and Kep = 1. The value of 0.01 is similar to
what is locally observed for cosmic rays at GeV energies (e.g.,
Beischer et al. 2009) whereas Kep = 1 corresponds to an up-
per limit of the ratio that is most likely too high for realistic
applications due to the faster cooling of the electrons compared
to protons. In the calculation, the same indices and break mo-
menta for both the electrons and the protons were chosen. Given
that the radio synchrotron index α = 0.48 (Moffett & Reynolds
1994) corresponds to s ∼ 2, three values for s were consid-
ered: 1.8, 2.0, and 2.2. The observed γ-ray spectra are calcu-
lated by adjusting spectral parameters of the relativistic particles:
the normalization, the break momentum pbr, and ∆s. The mag-
netic field B is then determined to explain the observed radio
data. Only thermal X-rays, which are not useful in constraining
the non-thermal electron population energy distribution, are ob-
served from the SNR (Hwang et al. 2000). In the energy range
1–10 keV, our model synchrotron X-ray predictions would be
at least one order of magnitude below the measured thermal X-
ray values; thus no constraining limits exist in this part of the
spectrum. Two conservative cases of 100 cm−3 and 1000 cm−3
for the ambient medium density nH were considered (see Sec.
3.2). The seed photons for inverse-Compton scattering processes
include infrared (kTIR = 3 × 10−3 eV, UIR = 0.7 eV cm−3), opti-
cal (kTopt = 0.3 eV, Uopt = 0.8 eV cm−3), and the CMB. These
values were taken to match the axisymmetric estimates of the
GALPROP code at the assumed distance of W49B (Porter et al.
2008, and references therein). For a more precise modeling, ded-
icated analysis of the infrared and optical emission around the
source should be performed. The derived parameters and spectra
are shown in Tables 2 and 3, and Figs. 5 and 6.
Table 2. Parameters for the hadronic scenario
Model nH s ∆s pbr B Wp
(cm−3) (GeV c−1) (µG) (1049 erg)
(a1) 100 1.8 1.0 15 100 12
(a2) 100 2.0 0.8 30 100 11
(a3) 100 2.2 0.7 100 90 12
(a4) 1000 1.8 1.0 15 500 1.1
(a5) 1000 2.0 0.8 30 500 1.1
(a6) 1000 2.2 0.7 100 400 1.1
Notes. Kep is set to 0.01. The total kinetic energies (Ekin) of the radi-
ating particles (We,p) are calculated for Ekin > 100 MeV at an assumed
distance of 10 kpc.
In the case of Kep = 0.01 (the hadronic scenario), the ob-
tained γ-ray spectrum is dominated by the pi0-decay emission
due to the relativistic protons as shown in Fig. 5. The observed
spectra can be formally explained in all the cases except for the
case (a4) where the reproduced synchrotron spectrum seems a
little harder than the observed radio data. The rather high values
derived for the magnetic field of models (a4–6) are needed to
explain the radio data. This is due to the fact that Kep is fixed to
0.01, allowing for higher values of Kep would imply higher total
kinetic energies for the electrons and lower magnetic field values
would be needed to explain the radio data.
Note that the reproduced spectral shape is independent of
the value of nH, as long as the range is set to reasonable values
(nH ∼ 100–1000 cm−3).
In the case of Kep = 1 (the leptonic scenario), the obtained
γ rays are dominated by the bremsstrahlung emission due to the
relativistic electrons as shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows that
Table 3. Parameters for the leptonic scenario
Model nH s ∆s pbr B We
(cm−3) (GeV c−1) (µG) (1049 erg)
(b1) 100 1.8 1.1 7 22 1.6
(b2) 100 2.0 0.9 10 25 1.6
(b3) 100 2.2 0.8 30 22 2.0
(b4) 1000 1.8 0.9 7 100 0.16
(b5) 1000 2.0 0.7 10 100 0.16
(b6) 1000 2.2 0.5 15 90 0.19
Notes. Same as Table 2 except for Kep, which is set to 1.
s . 1.8 is required to explain the LAT data below ∼ 300 MeV.
The synchrotron radiation loss modifies the reproduced spectra
at the & TeV range; its break momentum of the electrons are
16 TeV c−1 and 0.6 TeV c−1 for B of 20 µG (corresponding to the
cases (b1–3)) and 100 µG (corresponding to the cases (b4–6))
respectively. On the other hand, the spectral shape does not sig-
nificantly change in the energy band below the break.
As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the LAT data show a clear spec-
tral break at 304 ± 20 MeV. Given the systematic errors of the
data, both the hadronic and the leptonic scenarios can explain
this spectral shape. In the leptonic scenario, however, a limit
to the spectral index of s . 1.8 must be set to reproduce such
a sharp break. On the other hand, the hadronic scenario can
naturally explain the break by the pi0-decay bump irrespective
of the spectral index. The obtained B-field values in Table 2
and 3 are significantly larger than typical interstellar values. To
some extent, these values correspond to those expected in a MC
(Crutcher et al. 2010). They are also consistent with predictions
of magnetic field amplification from cosmic-ray-excited turbu-
lence (Bell 2004; Zirakashvili et al. 2008). The values adopted in
this modeling are set to reasonable values and different assump-
tions for the parameters (age, distance, nH, Kep) would slightly
change the quantitative results of the modeling (derived mag-
netic field or energy values) but would not change these conclu-
sions.
4. Conclusions
A source of very-high energy γ rays is detected towards the su-
pernova remnant W49B with H.E.S.S. and a joint study is con-
ducted together with the analysis of 5 years of Fermi-LAT data
towards the source. The point spread functions of these instru-
ments are comparable to the physical size of the SNR and do
not allow for detailed morphology studies. However, the signif-
icantly increased data set compared to previous publications al-
lowed for the derivation of the γ-ray spectrum of the source be-
tween 60 MeV and a few TeV. Two spectral breaks could be
identified in the γ-ray spectrum: one at 304 MeV and the other
at 8.4 GeV. The latter, constrained from a joint fit of the Fermi-
LAT and H.E.S.S. data, is similar to the spectral breaks observed
in other supernova remnants interacting with molecular clouds
and further supports the evidence of interaction observed in other
wavelengths for this object. The broad band spectrum of W49B
could be explained either by leptonic or hadronic models. How-
ever, the sharp break detected with the Fermi-LAT data at 304
MeV seems to favor a hadronic origin of the γ-ray emission since
the leptonic models would require an even harder spectrum for
the electron population than the ones tested in this work which
would fail to explain the radio observations.
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In the near future, W49B as well as the nearby star forming
region W49A will be of particular interest to study at VHE with
improved analysis methods and with the next generation of in-
struments such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array. Observations
or analyses of the W49 region with improved angular resolution
and higher sensitivity would help to constrain the morphology
and the origin of the emission towards W49B and possibly con-
firm the hint of emission towards W49A. Furthermore, if one
assumes that the distances to W49A and W49B are comparable,
then the observed difference between the γ-ray luminosities of
the two sources would become especially interesting. It would
imply that in the absence of recognizable supernova remnants –
as in W49A – the other possible energetic particle sources like
the shocks expected from interacting or collective stellar winds
appear not very effective for HE and VHE γ-ray emission in this
case. Therefore, a truly reliable distance determination for these
sources (see Sect. 1) would be of great astrophysical importance.
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Fig. 5. SEDs of W49B with model curves for the hadronic-dominant scenario. The upper and the lower panels show (a1–3) and (a4–6) respectively
(see Table 2). The red diamonds, red circles, and magenta squares represent observed data in the radio (Moffett & Reynolds 1994), LAT, and
H.E.S.S. bands respectively. The radio emission is explained by the synchrotron radiation from the relativistic electrons. The γ-ray emission can
be decomposed into pi0-decay (dotted line), bremsstrahlung (dashed line), and IC scattering (dot-dashed line). The solid line represents the total
flux of the components. The cases (a1)/(a4), (a2)/(a5), and (a3)/(a6) are represented by cyan, blue, and green lines respectively in the upper/lower
panel. The decomposed emissions are shown for the cases (a2) and (a5) in the upper and the lower panels respectively.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for the leptonic-dominant scenario. The upper and the lower panels show reproduced spectra of (b1–3) and (b4–
6) respectively (see Table 3). The cases (b1)/(b4), (b2)/(b5), and (b3)/(b6) are represented by cyan, blue, and green lines respectively in the
upper/lower panel. The decomposed emission is shown for the cases (b2) and (b5) in the upper and the lower panels respectively.
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